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http://beta.tjandpals.com/how-to/picture-dictionary-for-kids
1. Picture Dictionary landing page
1. Did the page load correctly?
2. Did the page load quickly?
3. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
4. Do the rollover effects for each theme icon on the page work?
1. 
Border
2. Audio
2. 
All Words A-Z Block
1. 
1st page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
2. 
2nd page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
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3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
3. 
3rd page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
4. 
4th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
5. 
5th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
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5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
6. 
6th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
7. 
7th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
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6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
8. 
8th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
9. 
9th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
10. 
10th page of words
1. 
The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are all words in alphabetical order?
4. Do the letters highlighted on alphabet bar correspond to the words seen on the page?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. 
Back
2. Home
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3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
6. Does the alphabet bar work (when the letters are clicked, user is brought to another page)?
7. 
Do the navigation arrows right above the alphabet bar work (when clicked, user is taken to the next/previous
page)?
8. 
Do the dots in between the navigation arrows work (when clicked, user is taken to the corresponding page)?
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
3. Professions block
1. The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are the words related to the theme?
4. Are all words in alphabetical order?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
4. Water block
1. The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are the words related to the theme?
4. Are all words in alphabetical order?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
5. Home block
1. The page
1. 
Did all words load correctly?
2. Did all words load quickly?
3. Are the words related to the theme?
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4. Are all words in alphabetical order?
5. Do the bottom navigation buttons work?
1. Back
2. Home
3. Parent Tips
4. Volume
2. The words - please do this for all 35 words
1. When mouse rolls over a word, does it get a border?
2. When word is clicked, does the pop up appear?
3. Sound: Do you hear the word+SFX+definition+SFX?
4. Does sound start automatically?
5. Do the definition and images correspond to the word?
6. Are all words (those in the titles and definitions) visible?
7. As definition is being read, do the words get highlighted in red?
8. Does the highlighting match what's heard?
9. Does the green "replay" button on the pop up work?
10. Does the red "close" button work?
11. Does the pop up remain until "close" button is clicked?
Reviewed by: Raizy Zelcer
Date: July 31, 2012
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Functionality Discussion
1. June 17, 2012: Spoke with DK about best way to handle audio files for this module. MC sent word+sfx+def+sfx all in one wav
file (for each of Home block). in last version, we had word+sfx in one wav and then def+sfx in another file, and we combined
them. we did this because when user rolled over card, the word was sounded with sound fx. best is to have all 3 sep elements so
that we can combine them here, and compress them. we can also use them for other mods if needed this way. with respect to
whats already been sent (Home), RZ can seperate them but if MC already has them seperated, then that means she no needs to
do the work (not the case). Also, if we go this route, then we have to go back in and sep the word+sfx and def+sfx files. No need
to redo timings!!
2. June 17, 2012: As we just discussed [Mitch], we will go back to the original way of sending us the audio files for Pict-Dict (1 WAV for 1 object instead of
3.

3 for 1). We realized that if we were to string the 3 separate elements together for an object, as we though we could, there would be a very good chance
that it wouldn't sound good (spacing might be all wrong).
June 18, 2012: RZ merged the old Pict Dict WAVs so that each object only has 1 WAV instead of 2. DK updated the pict Dict module to handle 1 wav
instead of 2 (he wrote a program to handle the XML timings so that RZ wouldn't have to touch them). As we look at the old objects in the "new" system,
there is some slippage, but it's miliseconds. DK expolained that when this module was originally created, there was also slippage and AL understood that
the only way to really fix it was to have RZ go in again and tweak the timings, which he decided shouldn't be done. Point is that AL knows that this module
isnt perfect and he approved it anyway. With the new system, the [stuff] is dynamically driven at runtime and if wanted to fix the old content, RZ wold have
to go in an tweak the XML, and DK and I are in agreement that we shouldnt have her do this. And, when she does the new sections for this module
(General, Home, Workers, Water), she will do them the same way she did the old pict dict, which means that it will not be perfect.
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